For the particle swarm collaborative practicability algorithm, when extended from single objective to multiobjective problem, the storage and maintenance of the partial differential exact solution sets occurs. And the selection of global and personal exact solutions, balance between exploitation and exploration and other problems also occur. In this paper, the diversity and evolution state of population is evaluated on the distribution and differential entropy, in the new objective space called parallel lattice coordinate system, using the partial differential front end. It applies the information to design the evolutionary strategy, so that the algorithm can consider both the convergence and diversity of approximate partial derivative front end. Also, the concepts of lattice dominance and lattice distance density are introduced to evaluate the personal environmental adaptability of partial derivative exact solution. And the updating methods for external files and selection mechanism for global exact solution are established. Finally, the particle swarm collaborative practicability algorithm is formed based on partial differential exact solution. Experimental results show that: Compared with the other 8 peer-topeer algorithms, this algorithm has demonstrated concentrated significant performance superiority in 6 multiobjective test problems composted of ZDT and DTLZ series on IGD performance index.
INTRODUCTION
Most engineering and scientific problems can be summed up as multiobjective collaborative practicability problem (hereinafter referred to as MCPP for short), and the method of solving it has always been the focus of attention in both academic and engineering fields. Multiobjective collaborative practicability problem usually has multiple conflicting objectives, and their collaborative practicability results are the partial differential exact solutions set. Compared with the mathematic programming method, the evolutionary algorithm can obtain multiple solutions in one run, and can approximate non-convex or discontinuous partial differential optima front, which, thus, is considered to be more suitable intelligent method for solving the multiobjective collaborative practicability problem.
Particle swarm collaborative practicability (PCP) ) is a bionic algorithm proposed by Kennedy and Eberhart in 1995, which is inspired by the law of the activity of birds, established by sociology and psychology. The particle swarm collaborative real-world algorithm is an evolutionary algorithm with the advantages of simple form, fast convergence and flexible mechanism of parameter adjustment. It has been successfully applied to the problem of single-objective collaborative practicabilityity, which is considered to be one of the most potential methods to solve practicability problems. However, when the particle swarm collaborative practicability algorithm is extended from single-objective to multiobjective, and forms multiple objective particle swarm collaborative practicability (MOPSCP), new technical problems occur. The problem of partial differential synergetic solution and fast convergence of particle swarm collaborative optimization algorithm makes the particle swarm collaborative practicability algorithm face technical challenges as follows: ① To maintain the storage partial differential exact solution, the second part of the evolutionary multiobjective algorithm is the common problem of the second-generation evolutionary multiobjective algorithm; ② Global exact solutions (gBest) and personal exact solutions (pBest) are selected from the partial exact solutions of the population and individuals, respectively, so that these two exact solutions can guide particles to make the best possible discovery of high-quality new solutions; ③ To balance the evolution of exploration and exploitation, so that the population not only keeps the advantage of fast convergence, but also avoids getting into the local partial derivative front end, or converging to a single solution as much as possible. The last two challenges are the peculiar problems of particle swarm collaborative practicability algorithm, which are different from other multiobjective evolutionary algorithms.
Based on the multiobjective collaborative practicability problem and the characteristics of the particle swarm collaborative practicability algorithm, the distribution entropy of the approximate partial derivative front end and its variation are applied to estimate the evolution state of the population. And according to the evolutionary process feedback information, the evolutionary strategy with dynamic equilibrium exploration and exploitation capacity is designed, forming the particle swarm collaborative practicability algorithm based on partial differential exact solution.
RELATED WORK
Since Coello et al. (Crawford, Soto and Monfroy, 2013) proposed the particle swarm algorithm, so as to solve the multiobjective collaborative practicability problem in 2002. The successful experience in the multiobjective evolution domain has been rapidly applied in the particle swarm collaborative practicability algorithm. And a large number of phase achievements have been obtained, in which, the most classic was the particle swarm optimization algorithm based on hyper grid, and variation method adopted by Coello et al. (Gandomi, Yun and Yang, 2013) Reyes-Sierra (Roberge, Tarbouchi and Labonté, 2013) summarized the particle swarm algorithm before 2006, then Padhye (Maldonado, Castillo and Melin, 2013; Palafox, Noman and Iba, 2013) made some special comparative studies. For the latest overview of multiobjective evolutionary algorithms, please refer to literature (Lian, Jhang and Tian, 2014; Mohammadi-Ivatloo, Moradi-Dalvand and Rabiee, 2013) .
The researches on the particle swarm collaborative practicability algorithm mainly focus on file maintenance, global exact solution selection, population diversity increase and other aspects, and there are also a few works on personal exact solution selection and particle variation aspects.
In the aspect of external file maintenance strategy, it mainly refers to the effective strategies of file maintenance in multiobjective genetic algorithm, such as clustering, crowding distance, adaptive grid, dominance, maximum fitness,  values, etc., which form the corresponding the file maintenance strategy in the particle swarm collaborative practicability algorithm (Ghamisi, Couceiro and Martins, 2014; Helwig, Branke and Mostaghim, 2013) . These different strategies evaluate, directly or indirectly, each of the individuals in the file (crowding degree) or dominant strength. When the number of partial differential exact solutions exceeds the capacity limit in the file, the old solution with poor personal fitness is usually updated directly with the new solution, which has better personal fitness, so that the partial derivative front has better distribution performance.
In the aspect of global exact solution selection strategy, based on random selection,  value, crowding distance, dynamic neighbor, adaptive super grid, clustering, dominant tree, non-dominated sorting, partial dominance, hyper-volume, maximal minimum fitness, niche, comprehensive learning and other particle swarm collaborative practicability algorithms have been proposed (Ghamisi, Couceiro and Martins, 2014; Helwig, Branke and Mostaghim, 2013; Marinakis, Iordanidou and Marinaki, 2013; Formisano, Turrini and Federico, 2013) . In these methods, most of them select those exact solutions that are in relatively sparse areas as global exact solutions, through evaluating the density of individuals in the external file, so as to reduce the selection pressure, avoid convergence to a single solution, and increase the diversity of the partial deviation front ends. While for the other part of the exact solution selection strategy that is based on the concept of "dominant", it is relatively focused on the convergence performance of the algorithm, but prone to converge to the local extremum due to the high selection pressure.
In the aspect personal exact solution strategy selection, although most of the algorithms only retain one partial exact solution, so as to reduce the computational cost, only one personal exact solution is sufficient to describe the personal optimal front end. In addition, maximizing the minimum inter-personal distance, weighted sums (Sinha, Kuttieri and Chatterjee, 2013; Ting, Wu and Chou, 2014) and other strategies are applied as the criteria for selecting the exact solutions of individuals.
In the balanced exploitation and exploration strategy, if it takes unreasonable advantage of the rapid convergence of particle swarm optimization algorithm, it may lead to prematurity and falls into local extremum. Some algorithms propose the balanced strategy from perspective of population, such as dynamic adjustment of population size strategy and sub-swarms strategy (Alexandridis, Chondrodima and Sarimveis, 2013) ; some algorithms put forward the balanced evolution strategies, using the framework of cultural evolution (Rana, Jasola and Kumar, 2013) ; and some algorithms propose the balance strategies from the perspective of particle motion parameters, such as linear descent of inertial weighting parameters and adaptive parameters, etc. (Goksal, Karaoglan and Altiparmak, 2013) ; some algorithms derive from the particle perturbations (variation), and propose the balanced strategy. Since Coello (Gandomi, Yun and Yang, 2013) put forward the variation method in the particle swarm algorithms, almost all the subsequent particle swarm algorithms adopt the variation method, so as to enhance the diversity of the population; and some algorithms adopt the hybrid equilibrium strategy (Belmecheri, Prins and Yalaoui, 2013; Katherasan, Elias and Sathiya, 2014) .
Entropy in the thermodynamics indicates the system state of chaos, while in ecology, it represents the biological diversity. In this paper, the objective space transformation is performed to obtain partial derivative of the front end entropy. It can measure particle swarm collaborative practicability algorithm diversity of the population. And the differential entropy is used to estimate the evolution state of the population, so as to provide real-time evolutionary environment feedback information for the algorithm. At the same time, the individual density and lattice dominance strength of the partial differential solution is evaluated in the transformed objective space, so as to provide decision-making basis for the file update and global precision solution selection.
PARTICLE SWARM COLLABORATIVE PRACTICABILITY ALGORITHM BASED ON PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EXACT SOLUTION
In the particle swarm collaborative practicability algorithms, the maintenance of external files, selection of the individual exact solution pBest and the local extreme value perturbation are the key components of the algorithms.
External File Maintenance Strategy
The second-generation multiobjective evolutionary algorithm is characterized by an external file preservation elitist solution, so an external file update algorithm is needed to preserve the high-quality partial differential exact solution set. Algorithm 1 describes the external file maintenance method, but it is necessary to describe the evaluation of individual density in PCCS.
After the partial differential exact solution set of the external file is mapped to the PCCS, the individual density
K K is the number of members in the external file) can be calculated according to Equation (1)
is any other non-dominant solution different from i p in an external file; the parallel cell distance between i P and j P can be calculated by Equation (2):
In Equation (2), when all lattice coordinate components of i P and j P are the same, it means that the two solutions are exactly the same in PCCS, and both share the corresponding M lattices. Therefore, the parallel lattice distance between them is given as 0.5.
After obtaining the individual density of each partial differential exact solution in the external file, the execution of five scenarios in Algorithm 1 is as the following:
Scenario I. New solution directly accesses to the external files. Scenario II. If the new solution is dominated by any old solution in the external file, algorithm 1 will prevent the new solution from entering the external file.
Scenario III. The new solution is not dominated by any old solution, but the new solution dominates the old solution, then these dominant old solutions will be removed from the external file. At this point, if there is still room for external files, the new solution's access to external files is preserved.
Scenario IV. If the new solution and all the old solutions in the external file are non-dominant, and the external file is saturated, according to Equation (2), the individual density of the new solution and all the old solutions is calculated. If the new solution has the maximum individual density, it is denied access to the external file.
Scenario V. If the individual density of the new solution is not the maximum, the old solution with the largest individual density is replaced by the new solution, so that the homogeneity of the approximate partial derivative front is improved continuously.
Algorithm 1 is universal in the multiobjective collaborative practicability algorithm. Individual density is an expression of personal environment adaptability, and different personal environment adaptability can form different external file updating strategies in algorithm 1.
For Algorithm 1, on the worst scenario (i.e., the new solution is non-dominating solution with all the old solutions and the external file is saturated), it is necessary to compute the individual density of the solution (the new solution and all the old solutions in the external file). According to Equation (5), when calculating the individual density of each solution, it is necessary to calculate the parallel lattice distance between the solution and the other solutions. The time complexity of Algorithm 1 is: In the multiobjective evolutionary algorithm, as the personal fitness evaluation is in the algorithm of inner loop, its complexity has determined the complexity of the algorithm.
Individual Exact Solution Selection Strategy
Most of the existing particle swarm collaborative real-world algorithms keep only one individual exact solution, the updating method is as follows: When the new solution of the particle is dominated by the old solution, the exact solution of the particle remains unchanged; When the new solution and the old solution are partial differential exact solutions, a new solution is chosen as the exact solution of the individual. When the new method is simple and efficient, However, an individual exact solution is not sufficient to express the individual partial-differential front ends that are found and experienced by individual particles, lose too much individual history information, and lose the diversity of individual exact solution selections, only a few particle swarm collaborative practicability algorithms (Ting and Wu and Chou, 2014) adopt the individual external file. In this paper, in order to effectively represent the individual approximate partial derivative front end, the individual external file is used to preserve the partial differential exact solution of the individual particle discovery, and the updating process still adopts Algorithm 1. However, in order to reduce the computational complexity, the maximum capacity of the external file is set to 1/4 of the maximum capacity of the global external file.
It is well known that in the particle swarm, the flight direction of the individual particle is determined by the global exact solution and the individual exact solution, and fly to the attraction point determined .In the particle swarm collaborative practicability algorithm, the update of the global exact solution frequency is much faster than the single-objective particle swarm cooperating with the practicability particle swarm algorithm, and the global exact solution is updated almost every iteration. In order to make the individual particle track the change of global exact solution quickly, this paper chooses the global exact solution from the individual external file (At this point, the nearest member has been selected and determined through Algorithm 2) as the individual exact solution.
Local Extreme Value Perturbation Strategy
The rapid convergence of the particle swarm collaborative algorithm is prone to make the algorithm fall into the local extremum. Not only in some single-objective particle swarm collaborative practicability algorithms, the variation or perturbation method is used to enhance the population diversity, but almost all the particle swarm collaborative practicability algorithms use perturbation (or called variation) operator to assist algorithm to jump out of local extremum. In this paper, the particle swarm synergistic (ELS) is applied as the perturbation method. And in the multiobjective collaborative particle swarm practicability algorithms, the partial differential exact solution stored in the external file can be regarded as the elite particle. With the same selection pressure problem, such as in the global exact solution, one partial differential exact solution is randomly selected from the external file as the elite particle. And the candidate global optimal set C generated in Algorithm 2 is selected, and a member of the elite particles is randomly selected from C as an elite particle participating in the learning. The elite learning rate r L is calculated according to Equation (3) : 
Step represents the elite learning rate step length, which is equal to the interval length between the maximum and minimum elitist learning rates divided by the maximum number of iterations max T .In the single-objective collaborative practicability problem described in literature (Belmecheri, Prins and Yalaoui, 2013) , the maximum and minimum Elite learning rate is 1.0 and 0.1, respectively. The initial value is the maximum elitist learning rate. For the multiobjective collaborative practicability problem in this paper, to reduce the ratio of participating in elite learning, the maximum elitist learning rate is set as 0.5.
When the population is in a stagnant state, Equation (3) rapidly increases the learning rate, so that the algorithm has more perturbation opportunities to break through the local extrema; on the other hand, when the population is in a convergent state, Equation (3) reduces the learning rate, which provides more opportunities to grasp the current favorable condition, to push the partial derivative front end to the real partial derivative front approximation. In the local extreme value perturbation strategy, the perturbation amplitude is the value of the corresponding decision variable multiplied by the Gaussian variation factor, as shown in Equation (4):
In which, d x is the number of random variables selected by the d -th elite learning particle, and 
EXPERIMENT AND RESULT ANALYSIS

Experimental Setup 4.1.1. Multiobjective test problem
In this paper, two series of ZDT and DTLZ and a total of 12 functions constitute a multiobjective test problem set. In the set, ZDT series is five 2-objective collaborative practicability test problems, composed of ZDT1 ~ ZDT4 and ZDT6. As ZDT5 is a Boolean function, Binary code is required, and this paper eliminates the test problem. DTLZ series is composed of DTLZ1 ~ DTZ7, which can change the search variables, and the number of collaborative practicability goals of scalable multiobjective test problem set. This paper selects the DTLZ series as a 3-objective collaborative practicability. Table 2 lists the function expressions of 12 multiobjective collaborative practicability test problems, partial derivative front end features, decision variables and number of objectives, range of decision variables and range of values can be used to evaluate the performance, and take samples in the real partial derivative front end.
Peer-to-peer comparison algorithm
To compare the performance of the proposed algorithm (peMOPSCP), 8 peer-to-peer algorithms are proposed, which are commonly used to compare multiobjective collaborative practicability. These algorithms can be divided into two groups, one is particle swarm collaborative practicability algorithm (MOPSCP) (Gandomi and Yun and Yang, 2013) , including  MOPSCP, agMOPSCP (Gandomi and Yun and Yang, 2013) ,cdMOPSCP,cMOPSCP and pdMOPSCP (To distinguish the algorithm by name, this paper names each comparison algorithm according to the key features.) MOPSCP algorithm selects the global exact solution by comparing the  value between the objective vectors. agMOPSCP adopts the adaptive grid method to update the external file and select the global precision solution. cdMOPSCP applies the crowded distance to update the external file and select the global exact solution. cMOPSCP uses the clustering method to partition the subswarms and exchange information between sub-swarms. pdMOPSCP algorithm proposes 3 strategies to select the global exact solutions: RANDOM strategy randomly picks one of the most global exact solutions from the members of the file that governs, and the PROB (R) strategy, which is the best solution for each particle, combines with the ROUND and RANDOM strategies, and the other is the multiobjective genetic evolution algorithm (MOGA), including NSGA-II (NSGAII source code: http://www.iitk.ac.in/kangal), SPEA2 (source code http://www.tik.ee.ethz.ch/pisa), and MOEA/D(MOEA/D (source code http: //dces.essex.ac.uk/staff/ zhang/webofmoead.htm). The experimental parameters of each algorithm are set according to the corresponding reference.
Experimental parameters
In the comparison experiment, the population size of each algorithm is set to N = 100, the maximum capacity of the global external file is set to K = 100, the maximum evaluation times of all test functions are set to FE=30000, the maximum iteration time of all algorithms is max 300  T . In the parameter setting of the cMOPSCP algorithm, the number of sub-swarms is 5, the number of particles per sub-swarm is 20, and the total number of particles is 100. To reduce the random effects in the performance analysis, each algorithm performs the same function on all test functions independent operation for 30 times. This simulation experiment is run on the 1.2GHz dual-CPU and 4GB memory laptop.
Performance indicators
In order to evaluate the convergence and homogeneity of approximate partial derivative front ends obtained by the algorithm, we use the inverted generation on distance (hereinafter referred to as IGD for short) as the performance evaluation index. IGD is an approximation of the true partial derivative to the algorithm. The lower the index value is, the better the convergence and diversity of the approximated partial derivative front end is.
The closer it is to the real partial derivative front end, the more accurate the partial differential front end solution will be. Let P be the real partial deviation exact solutions set, A is the approximate partial differential exact solutions set obtained by the evolutionary algorithm, then IGD can be calculated according to Equation (5) Table 1 lists the IGD performance values of the nine peer-to-peer comparison algorithms on six multiobjective test problems, where the mean and variance values of the IGD are the same algorithm on the same test question t-test value as the value of this algorithm and other peer-to-peer algorithm on the same test problem; "  ", "  " and "  " indicate that the IGD obtained by this algorithm is superior to, equal to, inferior to that of the equivalent algorithm in the in the two-tailed t-test at the significance level of 5%. The results show that, the proposed algorithm is superior to the corresponding algorithms. The "Score" differences between the number of test questions obtained in the six test questions is the difference between the number of test questions obtained and number of test questions obtained. For example, compared with SPEA2, the performance of the algorithm (peMOPSCP) is significantly better than that of the four test questions SPEA2, which is equivalent to STOA2 on one test problem and significantly worse than SPEA2 on the other two questions. Therefore, the net margin of the algorithm is 9 -2 = 7 for all test questions (listed in the last row of STOA2 column). And the minimum IGD value of all comparison algorithms is indicated in bold in each test question.
Experimental Results and Comparative Analysis
It can be seen from Table 1 that, the algorithm has obtained 3 optimal IGD values in six test questions, and cdMOPSCP and MOEA/D have obtained 3 optimal IGD values respectively. The optimal IGD value of other comparison algorithms is 0. And it is shown that the proposed algorithm has the best IGD performance on the ZDT and DTLZ series of test problems. It is worth noting that the proposed algorithm achieves five optimal IGD values on six 3-objective DTLZ series. This indicates that the algorithm is better at cooperating with the higher objective dimension, mainly because PCCS has introduced the "grid dominance" as the personal fitness measure in the external file maintenance operation.
From the further analysis in Table 1 , it can be seen that that although the algorithm does not get the optimal IGD value on the ZDT series test function of 2-objective. Compared with the algorithm which obtains the optimal IGD value on the ZDT series function, the algorithm proposed in this paper is not inferior to other comparative algorithms in the ZDT series functions. For example, cdMOPSCP is superior to peMOPSCP in ZDT3 and ZDT6, but peMOPSCP is superior to cdMOPSCP in ZDT1, ZDT2 and ZDT4. Similarly, MOEA/D is superior to peMOPSCP in ZDT2 and ZDT4, but is inferior to peMOPSCP in ZDT3 and ZDT6, while the performance of both is equivalent in ZDT1 in statistical significance; SPEA2 is superior to peMOPSCP in ZDT2 and ZDT3, but worse than peMOPSCP in ZDT4 and ZDT6, and the performance of both on ZDT1 has equivalent statistical significance.
In the test results of Table 1 , the net margin of the algorithm for the other eight test algorithms is positive, in which the algorithm's net margin is 12 when comparing the four algorithms of agMOPSCP, cMOPSCP, pdMOPSCP and NSGAII, the net margin of MOPSCP is 11, the net margin of CDMOPSCP is 5, and the margin of victory of SPEA2 and MOEA/D is 7. This indicates that, the algorithm proposed in this paper is superior to the others 8 algorithms in all test questions.
From the above analysis, it can be seen that peMOPSCP has significant statistical performance advantages over the whole set of ZDT and DTLZ series test functions, which is more effective in the problem of less objective (2-objective ZDT series) on more objectives (3 objective DTLZ series). Certainly, due to the no-freelunch law, we cannot expect that the algorithm proposed in this paper can obtain best IGD value in each test function. Note: "  ", "＝ " and "  " indicate that the IGD obtained by this algorithm is superior to, equal to, and inferior to the corresponding algorithm of the corresponding column in the two-tailed test with the significance level of 5% , And "Score" indicates that the algorithm of this paper is significantly superior to the corresponding algorithm of the corresponding column in the 12 test questions, that is, the difference between the number of test questions "  " and "  ". As the IGD performance index can reflect the convergence and diversity of the algorithm at the same time, the algorithm proposed in this paper can obtain the best convergence and diversity compromise among all the test algorithms. This shows that, the algorithm proposed in this paper can obtain very good balance between the exploitation and exploration evolutionary process in the external file maintenance strategy, exact solution selection strategy and adaptive parameter adjustment strategy.
In this paper, 9 kinds of comparison algorithms in 12 test functions on the ranking mean and ranking variance are shown in Figure 1 . From Figure 1 , it can be seen that, the algorithm peMOPSCP proposed in this paper has the ranking mean and ranking variance in the lower left corner, that is, the ranking mean and ranking variance of the algorithm proposed in this paper dominate the other eight kinds of comparison algorithms, which indicates that the algorithm in this paper has the best accuracy and stability in all the test algorithms.
In order to show the convergence and homogeneity of the comparison algorithm intuitively, the algorithm in this paper and the better performance of cdMOPSCP, SPEAII and MOEA / D in Table 1 are given in Table 2 (all the figures in the table are the same as in the first graph) In the relatively complex test function ZDT4, ZDT6, DTLZ1, ZDLZ3, DTLZ6 and DTLZ7 on the partial derivative of the front end. Experimental data in Table 1 corresponds to the nine algorithms in 12 test functions on a total of 108 approximate front ends. To shorten the space, the comparison algorithms with poor performance and the approximate partial derivative front ends on the relatively simple test functions are omitted from Table 2 . The approximations in Table 2 are selected from the ones in which each algorithm runs independently of each test function for 30 times with the first experimental result.
In Table 2 , the algorithm proposed in this paper has the best convergence and homogeneity for the 2-objective multimodal ZDT4 function, while the cdMOPSCP has good homogeneity but does not converge to the real front end, and SPEA2 has the worst effect. 2 objective non-uniform and discontinuous ZDT6 function, the algorithm and cdMOPSCP have almost equivalent intuitional convergence and homogeneity, while SPEA2 has the worst convergence and homogeneity. For 3-objective multimode DTLZ1, this algorithm has some personal points. It is not fully converged to the true partial derivative front, but has good distribution uniformity, and cdMOPSCP and SPEA2 do not converge to the true partial derivative front end. For 3-objective non-uniform DTLZ4, this algorithm has good convergence and homogeneity, while CdMOPSCP and SPEA2 have the worst effect. The algorithm and cdMOPSCP have almost the same convergence and homogeneity on 3-objective DTLZ6, but SPEA2 cannot converge to the real partial deviation front end front. It can be seen from the analysis of the convergence and homogeneity of the approximate partial derivative frontier in Table 2 that, as the algorithm proposed in this paper adopts the partial differential exact solution of PCCS as the feedback information, it has adaptively adjusted the convergence and homogeneity of the algorithm, and thus exhibits the best balanced convergence and homogeneity is presented.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, the approximate partial derivative of Cartesian form is mapped to a two-dimensional grid in the form of parallel lattice, using the objective space transformation method. And the exact solutions of partial differential and its differential entropy are adopted to estimate the diversity of population and evolutionary status. With this feedback, the evolutionary strategy of self-adaptive adjustment exploitation and exploration process is designed. At the same time, the lattice dominance and individual density based on lattice coordinate distance is introduced to the new objective space PCCS, so to evaluate the personal environment adaptability of partial differential exact solutions in external files. And it is a measure of external file update and global exact solution selection. In the exact solution selection strategy, this paper has adopted the lattice dominance intensity and individual density, so as to evaluate personal convergence and diversity potential respectively, and applied the multiple global exact solution, to guide the evolution direction of the population. It has considered both the exploitation and exploration process effectively. While in the adjustment of particle flight parameters, according to the adaptive adjustment  , 1 c and 2 c of the evolution state of the population, and the algorithm can be adapted to the collaborative practicability problem of non priori knowledge. The comparative experimental results show that: Compared with the other 8 corresponding algorithms (including 5 MOPSCP algorithms and 3 MOGA algorithms), the IGD index obtained by the algorithm has significant performance superiority in the ttest on 12 test questions composed of ZDT and DTLZ series. This indicates that, the algorithm proposed in this paper has the best convergence and diversity performance as a whole. And the algorithm has the best accuracy and stability through the ranking mean and rank variance analysis.
